Pitched Roof Structure
Trussed Rafter Construction, including all strapping and bracing.
To be installed to John B. Smith LTD design and specification
Trussed rafter to be fixed at max 400mm centres and supported on
saddle brackets on 50mm x 100mm wall plates strapped to inner leaf
with 30 x 5ms galvanized straps at 1200mm centres.
End 3 rafters running parallel to gable wall to be fixed to same using 30
x 5mm Galvanized mild steel 'L' restraint straps fixed to rafters or
noggins
Bracing to be 1200mm x 25mm fixed to rafters with two nails/rafter, over
lapping of short length is to be carried past two rafters.
Longitudinal bracing at ridge and diagonally on underside of rafters.
Ceiling to be finished with 12.5mm plasterboard and skim, over vapor
control layer, supported by noggings, joists or rafters.
Tile Roof Covering (unventilated)
Thin blue welsh slate roof covering, laid to manufacturers instructions
and recommendations for recommended roof pitch and exposure.
Pitch to be checked on site prior to construction, head-lap as per
manufacturers instruction.
Tile Battens 50mm x 25mm to be not less than 1200mm long soft wood
timber, preservative treated and free from defects fixed to rafters with
55mm long 2.4g nails in galvanized wire.
'Kingspan Nilvent' breather membrane to be draped over rafters and laid
over a continuous eaves strip, in accordance with manufacturers
instructions.
Code 4 lead flashing and cavity tray to all roof/wall junctions, cavity tray
to be by cavity trays Limited or other equal and approved, installed in
accordance with manufacturers instructions.
Insulation to be 100mm thick Crownwool laid between rafters and
200mm thick crownwool cross layered over, Insulation must be
continuous with wall insulation but stopped back at eaves to allow for a
50mm continuous ventilated air gap above the insulation but below
roofing membrane where a non breathable felt is used or a 15-25mm gap
if using breathable membrane.
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200mm 'Crownwool' cross layered over
100mm 'Crownwool' laid between rafters
Pre- fabricated roof truss' to John B.
Smith design and specification

50 x 100mm timber wall plate

Weep holes at 900mm centres

All lintels to external openings to be insulated galvanised
steel.
Lintels to be Birtley, Catnic or similar with a min. end
bearing of 150mm to each end. Lintels on internal load
bearing walls to be proprietary steel box lintels unless
otherwise specified

New cavity walls:
385mm thick insulated cavity wall construction using coursed
Yorkshire stonework laid in random bond in 1:3 lime/sand ratio with a
120mm cavity partially filled with 70mm 'Kingspan' Kooltherm K8
Cavity Board clipped in inner leaf maintaining a 50mm continuous
clear cavity.
Inner leaf to be 100mm thick 'Celcon Solar' or similar approved
thermal quality blockwork laid in stretcher bond in 1:3 mortar with
appropriate joint.

Door and Window openings to be sealed off with 'Dampcor' or similar
thermal DPC closer.

Above ceiling tie:

FFL

New First Floor Structure
Joists to be installed to engineers specification and details - floor covering
to be - 22mm thick tongued and grooved floorboards twice nailed to floor
joists at 400mm centres.
Provide double joists around openings and under parallel walls and baths.
End 3No joists running parallel with gable walls to be anchored to same
using 35 x 5mm galvanised mild steel 'L' shaped restraint straps at 2m
centres.
100mm thick mineral wool to be laid between joists throughout.

Above openings, provide weep holes at maximum 900mm centres.
Finish walls with 12.5mm 'Gyproc' plasterboard on dabs.
Insulation to internal perimeter walls up-stand to be SD floor grade
30mm expanded polystyrene strips.
Weep holes at 900mm centres

Between/under rafters:
Install 120mm thick 'Celotex FR5000' friction
fixed between rafters and 50mm thick ''Celotex
FR5000' fixed under rafters with a vapour
checked plasterboard and skim finish.

Insulation to be 100mm thick Crownwool laid
between rafters and 200mm thick crownwool
cross layered over, Insulation must be
continuous with wall insulation but stopped
back at eaves to allow for a 50mm continuous
ventilated air gap above the insulation but below
roofing membrane where a non breathable felt is
used or a 15-25mm gap if using breathable
membrane.

All glazing to be toughened or laminated where required
in accordance with Approved Document Part K. Safety
Glazing to be provided to any glazing between finished
floor level and 800mm, and any glazing on external
doors and first 300mm of any adjacent side panel upto
1500mm above floor level

Leaves to be tied together with stainless steel double rounded drip
ties to manufacturers detail and instructions. Wall ties to be provided
at 750mm horizontal and 450mm vertical centres increased to 225mm
at window and door openings.

Ceiling insulation

Internal structural wall:
To be constructed of 440 x 100 x 215mm dense concrete
blockwork - laid in stretcher bond with a 1:3 sand/cement
mortar mix - wall to be tied in to external cavity wall at
wall junctions.
12.5mm 'Gyproc' plasterboard on dabsto both sides with
a 3mm plaster skim finish.
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Horizontal DPC at ground level to be installed 150mm minimum above
external finished ground level.

'Dampcor' or similar cavity closer

Split FL
New retaining wall:

Foundations
Weep holes at 900mm centres
New beam and block floor:
Remove top soil and vegetation and lay to 1:80 falls to outside of
building, minimum void dimension below underside of suspended
floor to be in accordance NHBC guidelines
Low shrinkage soils - 50mm
Medium shrinkage soils - 100mm and
High shrinkage soils - 150mm
Pre-cast concrete beams to be supplied and fixed in accordance with
engineers layouts and details. (copies to be sent to Building Control
and approved before works commence on site).
Typically for domestic loading, pre-stressed beams to have 100mm
minimum bearing onto DPC course and load bearing walls.
Wet and grout all joints with 1:4 cement/ sand mix. Below non-load
bearing parallel partitions provide double beams. Sub structure void
to be vented on opposing sides to provide cross ventilation using 225
X 75mm proprietary ventilators at 2m centers and 450mm from wall
corners, sub floor level to be above external ground levels and if the
floor void is liable to flood, drainage is to be provided.
1200g (300 micrometer) continuous polythene damp proof membrane
(DPM) and radon gas proof barrier is to be laid over beam and block
floor, taken across cavity, cut back from face of masonry wall by at
least 15mm to avoid capillary action and ingress of water, lapped and
sealed at all joints and linked to
in walls. To provide basic
radon gas protection, the dampproof course within the cavity wall
should be in the form of a cavity tray and sealed to the DPM to prevent
radon gas from entering the building through the cavity. Sealing of
joints in the barrier and sealing around service penetrations are also
required with radon gas proof tape. Where full radon protection is
required, provision is to be made for connection of future
depressurization pipe to vented floor and up stand in accordance with
manufacturer's details.
100mm thick 'Kingspan' floor grade insulation to be laid over
DPM/radon barrier, including 25mm thick insulated up-stands between
screed and external walls. 75mm sand/cement thick structural screed
(mix between 1:3 - 1:4 1/2 ), laid over insulation with trowel smooth
finish ready for floor finishes, screed area should be limited to room
sizes, floor areas exceeding 40m2 should have expansion/contraction
joints. (500g polythene separating layer is to be installed between the
concrete slab and insulation if using a foil faced polyurethane/PIR type
insulation board.) Insulation to be omitted where non-load bearing
partitions are built off the beams to beam manufacturer's design
details.
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Retaining walls to structural engineers details and calculations to be
approved by Building Control prior to construction
NOTE: details shown here are for illustration purposes and does not
reflect the actual design

Excavate all necessary foundation, drainage, service trenches using
recognized methods both hand and mechanical, providing support to
trench sides and protection to operatives as work proceeds.

1200g DPM/radon barrier to be taken
across cavity and under DPC tray with
fall to outside. Barrier cut back from
face of masonry by at least 15mm to
avoid capillary action and ingress of
water

British Board of Agreement (BBA or other third party accredited) tanking
system designed/installed/applied by a tanking specialist in compliance
with tanking manufacturers details and specification specific for this
particular project to resist the passage of water into the building (and
where the tanking system must include for the prevention of radon gas
entering the building).

Consolidate all trench bottoms, maintain cleanliness and prevent
flooding by using mechanical pump prior to introduction of service,
drainpipes or concrete for foundations.
Foundation and floor to structural engineers details and calculations to
be approved prior to construction

Continuous cavity tray 225mm deep
taken across cavity and sealed to
radon barrier

30mm insulation around perimeter

225 x 75mm grilled air bricks and
proprietary telescopic vents through
opposing walls at 2m centres.

10 year guarantee to be supplied to owner on completion

Pre-cast concrete beam suitable for spans
and loadings as engineers details

Provide 600mm minimum cover to foundations. Foundations to be
taken 300mm below invert level of any adjacent existing drain run.

75mm concrete/screed
100mm floor insulation
100mm dense concrete blocks

Foundations to be designed in accordance with NHBC 4.2 Building
Near Trees - all to satisfaction of Building Inspector.
The concrete mix shall be ST2 or GEN1.

Min 200mm void under suspended floor
unless otherwise stated by engineers
detail

Backfill cavity with concrete 225mm
minimum below dpc level

Cavity and inner leaf as main wall construction

Cellar

If foundation exceeds 1500mm, Claymaster or a similar low density
EPS product is required to inside face of foundations.

75mm concrete blinding layer
"GEN 1" or "ST2" insitu
concrete strip foundations - TBC by
engineers detail

Ground Floor Slab:
75mm thick sand/cement screed on 500g separation layer on 100mm
thick 'Kingspan' floor insulation on 1200g damp proof/radon gas barrier.
DPM to be turned up perimeter edge of slab and internal side of retaining
wall unless otherwise specified by structural engineers design with
25mm thick insulation protection to form waterproof tank.
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All on Cast insitu concrete raft foundation to engineers details and
calculations on thick type 1 stone mechanically compacted to engineers
details.

